Google Snatch - The FREE Click Formula

Can you imagine a way of getting INSTANT traffic to your site without paying for it?

Discover Google's Undisclosed Secret, The Free
Click Formula, Hidden
Since 1998 (The Birth Of Google) ...
'The Google Ultimatum' Strategy That Allows You To Snatch Every Possible
Cash Paying Customer From Every Corner Of The Web, Even If It's On
Yahoo & MSN Or ANY Other Search Engine You Can Think Off ... All Done
Without Spending a Single Dime!
Most importantly ... it has got NOTHING to do with blogs, list building, domain names,
eBay, Adsense, social bookmarking or even Adwords! What it exposes is the NEVERTALKED "free click formula" hidden deeply inside Google's vault since birth. A method
that NOBODY wants to reveal, even the gurus...
... and as 'everyones' customer you are being misled on purpose to FAIL, so that one
day you'll pack up and leave more cash on the table for people who are comfortably
sitting on a formula that works! I should know ... as the day I STOPPED listening to
everyone was the day I started cashing in ridiculous amounts of cash from products,
services AND affiliate products.
Everyone is buzzing over Google Adwords Adwords Adwords ... 'let the world see your website in 15
minutes!' But let me tell you something ... it takes 15 minutes AFTER you have done all the legwork
which takes several hours before your ads go live!
Yes, the almighty Google Adwords ... no doubt, clicks are getting more and more expensive ... are
your ads making you money or are they just making Google more filthy rich??
And not to forget the world's most 'hocus pocus' technique ... SEO! Do you know what SEO means?
Search engine optimization (SEO) just means your website being accessible to the search engines to
improve the chances that they will serve your website when your potential customers type in a
specific search term.
So the question is... does it really take 3 months that everyone 'gossips' about to get top rankings?
______________________________

From the Desk of Latif
Location: UK Remote Village
Dear Friend,
Whether you're a newbie, affiliate or business owner working online, full time or part time or about to
begin your journey to making money online then you need to stop whatever you're doing and listen
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carefully. Because today I'm going to expose every bag of tricks that has been hidden away in every
super affiliate and gurus vault, which will allow you to finally break your own bank balance like it's
doing for them.
Step-by-step BLUEPRINTS, for BOTH the affiliates and business owners, whether you're making or
promoting a 1 page website or even 1,000 page website. Blueprints that even the BIG
companies and gurus are now craving for. Blueprints that will allow you to finally go head to head
with Fortune 500 Companies, that's right ... the ones that have hundreds of employees. Even as a oneman operation (like me), you CAN beat these guys online.
As you are aware money CAN be made on the internet but you need the RIGHT guidance to make this
happen. So today I'm going to reveal the truth you really want to hear and convince you that the
money is on the internet regardless what you are thinking right now!
If you've gambled your money on Adwords, pampered your pages with the latest SEO techniques or
even 'attempted' making money online with products or services then you MUST read every single
word on this page ... it's that important because you're being lied to repetitively over and over again...
The 'gurus' aren't your friends, you should know that by now, you're just another customer. They
either lie about revealing 'the magic button' or quite frankly they just don't want to tell you!
However, I'm going to reveal secrets that will trigger a hole in the super affiliates and gurus money
bag. Plus it's time to level with them using real insider secrets that they use constantly over and over
again, whilst selling you other diluted methods and outdated crap!

How to actually make 6 figures online every year without spending a single
dime on advertising – that includes you Adworders!
So listen up as what I am about to disclose to you will actually shock you...

The Book Is Packed With Secrets Never Revealed Before In SUCH Detail &
Have Been Working Since 1998 ... & Have Never Been Made Public
Anywhere ... Until NOW!
I know because I've read them all and it's finally time for YOU to make money JUST like it's doing for
people who started with nothing and are now churning in hundreds of thousands of dollars every
month – these methods have NEVER been revealed before so sit tight and learn how to actually start
filling your money bags like NEVER before. Google's FREE click formula that brings in cash
paying customers from every corner of the internet and I mean every corner!

"I actually thought it was damn near impossible to pull traffic off Google for free, or at
least that it was dependant on understanding some incredibly complex SEO algorithm.
Then, we met and you showed me how you were making a full-time living doing very
little. And Google was happily funding your lifestyle...
The fact that you were making a full-time living didn't suprise me: what shocked me is
the fact that you were doing almost no work, and you were making it work with a very
simple, easy-to-follow method. It's easy to buy traffic from Google, but to get it for
free - and so easily? A very rare thing indeed..
Of course, I challenged you to show me the sites, keywords and how you were doing
it - and you lived up to your word. You even went one better and put these exact
sites and methods inside Google Snatch - so that your readers can see what
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impressed me so much back in February when we met...
These methods are very easy to follow - and a 'genuine' alternative for people who
want traffic from Google, but don't want to blow cash on Adwords.

Chris
DayJobKiller.com / AffiliateProjectX.com

That's right ... it's time to 'FREEZE' your Google Adwords and any other Pay-Per-Click account, as
you will NEVER spend a penny on getting traffic ever again after you've applied this!
Sure ... we all bought books, got slapped around, stepped on because we are the little people. But it
doesn't need to be that way if ONLY you know how.
I am not a 'popular' well-known internet guy and thank god for that. But last year I attended several
so called internet seminars to see what I could be missing out on. I didn't learn much besides
informing my accountant to write the expense off as educational material. As at the end, you just
don't have the heart to ask for a refund in front of hundreds of people high on cocaine.
Yes, I do live in the UK and I did go to some US events. To me, there wasn't much difference to being
in the crowd of a Tony Robbins event. The lightning, the environment, the sales pitch, the speakers
enthusiasm, the desire, the interaction and the feel good factor of like minded people 'finally' around
you. It's like a hyped-up, gruelling on steroids motivational event.
"Get up and raise your hands!"
Wow ... raising my hands is going to make me money ... that sure helped ... I should do this more
often as I'll be a millionaire in no time. So to me it was nothing more than taking a confidence booster
pill which eventually lost its momentum!
I mean ... have you ever seen a marketing guru actually sit there at the event in the audience and
listen? Hardly never!
So I got bored and started rubbing shoulders with some famous names on the internet in a secret
location (the lobby), making small talk. 'So what do you do online?' Not knowing how to answer these
types of questions so I responded without hesitation.
'I make 6 figures online with one of my websites!'
Next question... 'So how much do you spend on Adwords to get traffic?' 'You mean on Google
Adwords? Nothing, nada, nil!' This is when heads turned and ears are bigger than an elephant. These
gurus spend thousands of dollars every month to bring in new prospects and I spend NOTHING!
Now who wouldn't want to pick my brain?
Pay per click is their number one killer as it's getting more and more expensive thanks to the latest
Google Slap. They spend thousands of dollars every month to reap back their dollars and try
extensively hard to expand the customer lifetime value as much as possible just to break even.
I should know as I've also been on the phone with several marketers and I can hear them writing and
fumbling with paper. It was obvious what they were doing as one admitted making notes to what was
coming out of my mouth.
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'Slow down a little ... I don't want to miss anything!'
The fact is these internet gurus DO have thousands of dollars to spend on Adwords, without a doubt.
They do million dollar launches and eventually everything turns politics. Right guys? I won't mention
names... not several but MOST top internet marketers are all in it together. But that's the way it is.
A guru is promoting another guru, then another is promoting another guru. The emails you see in
your inbox are from gurus selling each others products. Have you seen a recent launch with every
guru promoting the heck out of it?

"If you're tired of wasting thousands of dollars a month on Adwords, and sick of seeing
your Clickbank cheques near enough wiped out by your sky-rocketing Adwords bills
then Google Snatch is for you.
Hundreds of smart affiliates all over the globe are securing free, and super-targeted
traffic every single day and not only bringing home bigger Clickbank cheques, they
have ZERO advertising costs. The margins are insane, and with this system, the
results are scalable beyond the maximum impressions offered from regular Adwords
ads, the sky is the limit.
If you ever wondered how the smart marketers make their money, and why all the top
six and seven figure internet marketers now shun pay per click traffic in favour of the
Google Snatch, then pick up this course today and prepare for a major shift in
paradigms.
I highly recommend this package, you won't find any of this information anywhere else
but here. Google Snatch is the new standard for Affiliates wishing to bring home
six figures and beyond."

Steven Lee Jones
OperationAffiliateStorm.com

Anyway back to spending... minimum bids on Pay-Per-Click aren't cheap no more... the bar has
just been raised again... what use to cost $0.01 now costs $0.75 A CLICK! So imagine people, I
didn't say customers, who click on your ad at the rate of 300 every hour. That's a $225 bill
accumulated in ONE hour!
I know for sure you'll give up soon enough as the guy with more money outbids you and takes you off
the page ONLY forcing you to come back and spend more per click. Crazy isn't it?
I've tried it all ... PPC, SEO, social bookmarking, blogs, articles, email promotions, Adsense,
Clickbank, Commission Junction and many others which then allowed me to pick the winners.
Anyway buying from all the top gurus made me realize ONE thing...
Don't open the email. PERIOD!!!
No matter how interesting the subject line is ... DON'T! Gurus can spend upto $50,000 on a sales
pitch whose ultimate JOB is to hypnotize you to buy more. The result of that sales message ... ?
$10,000,000 PLUS. That's right TEN MILLION dollars in a day!
Has a guru ever sent you something of 'real value' without manipulating you to buy something? Can
you even remember the last time you got anything juicy for free?
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Want juicy content for FREE?
Sign up below and watch these killer content videos!
Your
Name :
Your E-Mail:
Send Me The FREE Video Content!

This is what triggered me off ... I had to STOP this nonsense! What could I possibly be doing wrong?
I'm doing everything they are telling me yet still not making hundreds, just a few dollars. So it was
time to take matters personally into my own hands. I took hold of my inventory and progressed from
there. I mean I learnt a lot but at the same time learnt a hellava lot of B.S. too! I've read 100+ books,
tested, tried and failed.

The Methods Inside Those Books Always
Has The MOST Single, Essential And
Critical Ingredient Missing. The 'Missing'
Piece That Brings In The Money!
I wanted to make money without spending an absurd amount on pay per click (Adwords). It still
wasn't working ... as my competitors started clicking on my ads.
So I thought of Google and what it loved the most. I also realized that the other engines are kissing
the floor Google walks on... so what did I discover? Nothing but ... WORDS!!!
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Google + Content = $$$$$
Google + More Content = More $$$$$
And NO it's NOT content as you see it. It's how that content is put together to make YOU real
money!
So I created a website and had a feeling in the back of my mind, a negative one as always, what if this
doesn't work? What if I don't sell a single thing? But I wanted to make it on the internet and was just
determined to carry on. So several days later I saw some light, I witnessed some real money enter my
account, without using Adwords.
I knew I was onto something, so I went back to the beginning and started writing a blueprint for
myself. A step by step plan of action, that no matter when I wanted to make some more money all I
needed to do was look at the blueprint, apply it and cash in.
Heard of beginners luck??? Everyone gets it! So just to make sure it wasn't I tried another website.
Did it work this time?
Course it DID!
So I created another, then another, then another, tweaking my blueprint every single step of the way
and the BEST part ... I tried it in different markets, on different affiliate products, different services
and it worked for every single one!

The Rise Of Google Snatch...
The FREE Click Formula
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"Latif
When I met you earlier this year in New York as soon as I asked you
what you did and you told me... I became very interested...You may
remember me starting to ask some really BIG questions... but you didn't hesitate, you
were coming out with everything, techniques that I've NEVER heard of!
You told me you were eventually going to put the information together one day and
now that you finally did, I'm in awe!
The book breaks down the truth about grabbing all the targeted FREE traffic you
need, as an affiliate or anything else for that matter. This is one of those books I
seriously can't believe your not limiting, it's going to help some people do some
SERIOUS damage..."

ERock
AffiliateRockStarStatus.com

In the process this is what I learnt ... we are only trying to make things complicated for ourselves. We
THINK we need to be more intelligent than the average to be able to make money online. This is NOT
true. We TAKE simple things and MAKE them complicated ourselves as simplicity is NOT the answer
we are looking for because it seems too good to be true. The fact is ... it is too good to be true!
But there's a catch! A bummer actually for people who want to hear my daily spend. NIL!!!

I CLOSED MY ADWORDS ACCOUNT!
I wasn't spending a single dime on traffic and it was all FREE. My techniques were putting all 3,
white, gray and black hats ALL to shame! The reason we fail is because we are missing critical
elements of a code. You could claim once you download the book that I use white, gray and black hat,
however what I can tell you is this ...
I HAVE NEVER BEEN THROWN OUT OF ANY SEARCH ENGINE, WHETHER IT'S GOOGLE,
YAHOO OR MSN! I've never had a domain name ceased, never had any of my accounts suspended,
never had my Paypal suspended, never had Clickbank freeze me, never had a problem with
Commission Junction, never had duplicate content penalty, no Google Slap, no supplementary
indexation and never have been placed in the Google mysterious Sandbox, or was there ever one???
Do I fool the search engines in anyway? Read the above AGAIN!
I'm sure you've heard ... fool the search engines and NEVER get caught! Are you insane??? Of course
you'll get caught. The search engines are getting smarter and smarter day by day. What use to take
them months to figure out, now takes them weeks, soon it will be days so you're being warned. I know
because I've seeing it in action!
I've seen competitors fall flat on their face after dominating the engines for a couple of weeks with
their methods. Whether they get de-indexed or simply thrown out, that's for Google to decide. I've
seen pages eliminated on Google results, 46,500,000 dropping to 3,500,000 within a DAY!!! What
happened to 43,000,000 of the search results?
What you will learn with my secrets is actually 'real' cutting edge, the step by step free click
formula and ultimately the non guru type information. Otherwise you can continue to literally still
throw thousands of dollars on junk information over the years, trying to learn the next gimmick or
continue using Adwords excessively making Google richer and richer.
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So my question is ... wouldn't it make sense to see how the free click formula works and why it
remained hidden in Googles vault since 1998?
I practically use the SAME content model in every market or niche, even on affiliate
products and duplicate my success over and over again with astonishing results EVERY
TIME!
This has got nothing to do with any white, gray or black hat techniques. This is the free click formula
which I leverage excessively and in return brings me thousands of prospects with money to spend.

"Your book Google Snatch is smokin'... Its like Google Maps - only for finding
REAL web traffic generation...
You make everything clear and easy BUT then you back it up by showing
how to do what 99% are leaving out. Now anyone who puts this into action can go
for the top 1 % of Google.
In essence, your book offers a great advantage for anyone who wants to pull
back the curtain on getting their sites ranked high in Google AND do it on a level
like the big internet firms - ONLY without all the expense and
hoopla."
Michael Nicholas
ImpactInfoMarketing.com
Read The Newsletter The Gurus Read!

Do you still think and dream that one day, just one day you'll be able to earn 6 or even 7 figure sums
online?
Well stop dreaming ... here's why

YOU ONLY NEED TO UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU NEED TO
DO & HOW TO APPLY IT CORRECTLY, BY FOLLOWING THE
RIGHT STEPS. THAT'S ALL!
I'm not going to tell you to push a button and watch the money pour in. NO! This method requires
'some' work as everyone is doing something to make that money. It's not hard if you know how.
There's one thing I can tell you for sure ... if you can turn the light bulb on in the room you are sitting
in, then welcome to the world of 6 & 7 figures!
I mean millions of people just like you purchase book after book, vague guru information that gives
you a measly sandwich out of the kitchen.
Well this I can tell you will change. No secrets are held back AND I use these techniques to this very
day. I'll give you the kitchen, the fridge, the cooker, the sink and the cutlery to make the sandwich
with.
I finally started making 6 figures and I'm ONLY spending an hour a month, every month per website.
Another hour on another, so literally I am doing 'jack' all month, besides enjoying myself.
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I can push my limits higher by putting in those extra hours, but seriously MY friends call me the
laziest person on the planet. I sleep long hours, relax a lot and leave my village on many travels which
practically has people gossiping all over town that I've got to be some kind of drug dealer!

The Drug Dealer...
I've enjoyed long vacations with me and my dog, I mean laptop, and the record I've held so far is 5
months. I have people in corporate jobs begging to join me. But I tell them I don't do anything, so
there's nothing to join into to. Doing an hours work on each of my sites every month gives me 29.9
days to do other things that I actually enjoy.
So to be frank, I didn't want to reveal my secrets to the world as I was living 'the life'. But I was
constantly being pestered, 'come on... people would love to get their hands on your knowledge'.
People will pay you $xxxxxx amount, but seriously it didn't bother me at all.

"Hi Latif...
Just a quick note to let you know about the strategies within Google Snatch.
As you know I was getting fed up with Adwords as it was killing me. I was mentally
going insane because each click was getting more and more expensive with all the
competition out there. You told me to do ONE thing... follow the blueprints within the
book and CLOSE my Adwords account.
I thought it was a crazy idea as everything in the book looked TOO simple! However
after I implemented, within 2 days the free traffic I got, I just can't explain.
Thanks for everything..."

Lillian Gomes

You can pass up on my secrets by mistake as for others it is in fact the only FREE click formula
existing on the internet that works without money down. Getting free clicks to your website without
the burden of spending absurds amount of cash. The free click formula is a skill, filling Googles
pocket isn't!
You see, Google is getting more and more expensive and so is Yahoo and MSN. More people are
becoming wary of being able to use pay per click to make a quick buck. You start a new website that
needs traffic, where do most people rush? Straight to Adwords! They spend their hard earned cash
and cut each others throat in the process. So the question is ... who's getting rich? You or Google?
In a way you are typically 'gambling' your money away on Adwords. Who's clicking on your ads? Your
competitors, potential prospects or 'school kids'? The chances are since everyone is in the cutting
throat business to reach top positions, everyones clicking. Are you also clicking to see who your
competitors are?
So what are the chances they aren't?
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I'll give you the opportunity to click on my ads where I use the free click formula on Google, Yahoo
and MSN. I'll even show you exactly where my ads are and I dare you to click it at least once and
double dare you to click it a THOUSAND times. Think I'm paying for those ads? Want the same
formula?
Back to you ... do you want to succeed BIG time because this is YOUR chance?
Do you really want to make some serious money as an affiliate or even as a website owner?
Are you making the 5, 6 or even 7 figures online like the gurus are, as some really are making a
KILLING!!!
Ever noticed a super affiliate brag about his SPENDING activity on Adwords or is it ALWAYS about
the GROSS amount he makes? Take the total expense (PPC) away from the gross and what are you
left with? Thousands in profit or just dollars???
You can if you wish, practically reach a high level paid executive position within weeks with
thousands of dollars entering your account daily even whilst you sleep. It is possible. There isn't a
better feeling than to wake up, log on and seeing virtually thousands of dollars coming into your bank
account.
So does this mean I have a dirty affiliate trick to share? Nope ... there's plenty of gurus doing a good
job of that already (chuckle). The methods I will be revealing are so powerful that some super
affiliates were totally gobsmacked! I mean I got the dirty look for not using their Adwords techniques
and for worse living off my free traffic formula. Spending thousands on Adwords for a living. What a
DUMB profession!!!

The Day Job Challenge!!!
I met up with Day Job Killer author Chis. The guy who knows his stuff for affiliate marketing but with
an expense. He pleaded with me and my time and challenged me to prove it works without spending
a penny on Adwords and then to show him the results. I love challenges and just said 'fine, no
problem'.
I recreated one of his sites, a recent one, and couple of days later we met up again and I showed him
the results.
So how much did you spend? 'Ermmmm, NOTHING!!!'
I was using my content formula to get traffic to the site which he didn't believe, so I showed him my
closed Adwords account. So in effect I literally blew his budget in seconds. I recently met up with him
again and told him that yesterday I got another sale for his site. 'Nice!' he smiled.
Obviously it's nice because I was making myself money as an affiliate and was making him richer
in the process too. So why wouldn't he be happy?

Truckload Of Customers From Free Clicks...
Everyone should have access to this knowledge and have the chance to compete against these big so
called internet gurus. Discover what the top earners don't want you to know and understand – which
can practically make you millions the lazy way like it's doing for them.
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"Hey Latif...
...I've been an Internet Marketer for almost 2 years now, and I thought I knew
everything there was to know about making money online. But, you're the only Internet
Marketer that has managed to prove to me that it is indeed possible to get FREE
traffic from Google...without spending a single dime on Adwords...
Yeah, sure many so-called experts and gurus claim to have the secrets to generating
free "clicks" to make millions from their affiliate programs but you're definitely the
'REAL' deal in this department.
Since we first met in February, I've personally hung out with you for days sometimes,
and watched you make over $10,000 in just a few days (right in front of my eyes)
using your methods of getting free traffic from Google...I've never ever witnessed
anything so amazing in all my life, and I've seen a lot of people make money online in
my time. But nothing compares to your system for getting free Google traffic...
... you know sometimes I really hate you because although we both make a lot of
money online, I envy you: while I have to spend thousands of dollars on Adwords to
make my money, you spend...well, NOTHING! In fact, you don't even have an
Adwords account any more.
And even though overall, it might appear as if I might make more money than you, I
wouldn't mind changing places with you any day and making money from
Google...and getting all my 'ad clicks' for free.

Kenny Thompson Oboh
(author of 'Google Wealth Wizard')

Are you getting sick to the stomach of losing money like crazy on Adwords and nothing to show for it?
Logging into your affiliate account for the 20th time in a day to see if you've made a sale? Or even
tired of buying rehashed junk, outdated that just doesn't work no more?
I've been there too. And I still occasionally do get sucked in ... no lies!
Nothing was really working after constant failures? Are you like this as I know I was? Well listen
carefully as I wasn't too sure of people being interested in this stuff as I don't really like telling people
what I do or how I do it.
So this revolution has just begun and you should participate in snatching cash off Google, the real
lazy man's way! Ok ok... I'll tell you now, you have to do some work, but it's WORTH IT!!!
I'm not even gonna say I snoop on people, learn their tricks then teach others and make a living out
of it. NO! What I am saying is, I learn but have never taught people at all, EVER!!!
So this is new for anyone who hasn't heard about me! By the way, it's not about me, it's about my
secret. Will it work for affiliate, business and website owners? My simple answer is ... it will work on
ANYTHING online. Whether it's an affiliate product, your product, a service, whatever. I have
applied it to all 3 and it works in the same manner as stacking your first set of lego bricks. Overcome
the first stack and you're home free!
My secret works because it is a system which in one word is repetitive. The things I do for an affiliate
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product, are the same things I do for a product or service. I mean it's totally crazy!
I can promote an affiliate product within hours, sit back and make ridiculous amounts of money for
weeks and months to come, without spending a single red dime AND most importantly never work
on it again!!

" Wow Latif, thanks for the Google Snatch!
It has revealed some very unique and refreshing twist to getting free traffic from
Google. I must admit that I wasn't really sure if this could work but am totally surprised
and convinced after reviewing through the Google Snatch that this does work and it
work very well indeed!
In fact, it could potentially change the way we do affiliate marketing! I have been a
PPC specialist and am now seriously considering venturing into this territory.
Thanks again! "
William Quek
SecretNewbieWeapon.com

Make Sales From USA, UK, India, Europe,
China & Even Austrailia... Cash In GLOBALLY.
The Real Revolution!!!
... and don't forget to thank Google!
The internet is HUGE and more and more people are coming online to do business or make money.
99% of these people don't have the slightest clue. They work for months, get burnt and never return.
Or they make a dollar here and there and survive off cereals, beans and toast. And it's SAD, as nobody
is actually giving away any real secrets. Just a black hole to suck you in more and more until the day
you die with nothing to leave for your kids!
The gurus and the BIG corporations are capturing the markets AND the niches as they have a bucket
load of cash to spend. Nothing compared to what you have.
Just on simple tests, I've seen marketers blow, $100,000 in a couple of hours!!! Yes, a couple of
hours. Do you have that sort of money? I do, but I'm not that stupid! Why should I spend if I can GET
people to buy for free???

Close To Success ... Yet Feeling Still Far Away?
It wasn't an easy run to get where I am today! It was a pain, the daily 18+ hours (remember those?),
the thought of I'm nearly there (just one more day and I'll crack the code), the constant failures like
Einstein but to invent the free click formula. The sun never shone above me and it was always
raining. But I do remember every single one of those long hard days ... I look back and think, yes I
DID go through that phase, but not anymore!
Now I compete with BIG Fortune 500 corporations who have advertising budgets of over
$10,000,000 PLUS and I will teach you the exact same. Online I can show you my exact secrets that I
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deploy to beat such businesses, as at the end of the day I'm laughing to the bank because I didn't
spend a dime to make any of that money.
I'm not going to boast and say it took 6 months because it didn't! I have been working constantly for
the last 2/3 years perfecting the formula. It's just in the last 6-9 months I could see myself in the
mirror as a human being again. I had even lost weight in the process working too much at cracking
the Google content code!
Now let me ask you a question? Do you think it's possible to compete online with eBay or even Auto
Trader? Well can you?

Latif...
I'm humbled (and downright stupified!) by Google Snatch.
I've always taught, and thought, that every source of Internet Traffic falls into one of
three brackets:
Grown Traffic, Bought Traffic, and Borrowed Traffic.
You've proved with this simple, yet MASSIVELY powerful, method of traffic
generation that its not quite so simple.
And thank Goodness for it!
This is another dimension of traffic gathering entirely. One which has crept beneath
the radar of every Internet Marketer I know.
I'm really excited by it. It is sure to revolutionize the way we market websites, and
the way we all make money online.
Never have I seen such an effective method of gathering swarms of fresh targeted
visitors at zero cost.
Plain and simple: Its GENIUS!
To anyone visiting this website I say this: Don't leave in a hurry, and be sure to read
every word of this page. Once in a decade does something of such importance
appear. This information is worth more than gold. The value to you of knowing
Google Snatch is priceless.
Tim Brocklehurst
MyViralSpiral.com

Every internet guru out there will tell you, DON'T go for the BIG markets, you'll get burnt. I say
bollocks! It's all hype and you'll see why when you download my secret.

Success NOW Is STARING In Your Face ...
The ONLY Problem Is, Can You See It?
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Working online has created phenomenal opportunities and I mean PHENOMENAL! I don't work
hard at all and I get pestered all the time about my profession (the drug dealer) and people stare and
complain ... 'why don't you get yourself a job?'
My ultimate response ... 'Do YOU like yours??'
I use to believe everyone that sent me their stuff, I was like 'wow'. I mean literally I was just
WOWWING!!! Then I stopped listening and guess what happened? I started to make money. No
more information overload, no more Adword BS, no more Adsense BS, no more I need to be on this
bandwagon and no more jumping on the walls only to fall like Humpty!
When you read my secrets, I can personally guarantee you can GET into any market you please and
this will have gurus put on their running shoes. I know they're reading my secrets and it will get them
working harder as you enter the playing field. Because we, my friend, are going to take over their
territory. It's not their turf no more. There will be no more politics, no more yada yada and the blah
blah blahs. You will make money just like the gurus do using the free click formula of Google Snatch.
PERIOD!
Plus I'm not going to lie to you, it won't take 'much' time. But I must warn you, if you can build a
simple website (HTML), write a sentence or two, you are up and running within minutes, then sit
back and watch the dollars roll in!
I hold blueprints – for AFFILIATE products and for BUSINESS/SERVICES as I've tried them BOTH!
And some other bonus blueprints which you will discover once you download. Each will show you
how it's DONE. The ins and outs, the left the rights, the above and below. It holds the true key to
internet riches.

1) Mini Sites On Steroids - for the affiliates, who are
ready to get in on the action straight away. Site setup,
action plan and profiting within a couple of hours ...
with CTRs as high as 80%... without a single
spend on Adwords!
2) Market/Niche Domination - for savvy
webmasters. Want to dominate a niche and take over all
your competitiors? Step by step blueprint with complete
action plan to bring in an avalanche of free click
buyers eager to buy whatever you have to offer on the
page...

The real methods to create substantial amounts of money on real autopilot schemes. The how to beat
super affiliates at their own game and the how to beat your competitors in your market, with
absolutely no money down! It can be used by anyone who wants to make money on the internet.
My secret is NOT the next bandwagon or techniques that will fall ill after a couple of months. These
are Google LOVED, killer methods that even I had gurus awed in response. Simple, yet deadly
effective!
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Latif...
Getting hundreds and thousands of visitors to my site was in one word …
EXPENSIVE! I wanted to know how it can be done without spending a penny on
advertising.
The mortgage market I’m in is absolutely fierce, you can imagine the competition
especially the ones that have money to splash out.
I wanted free clicks as I noticed my high CTR but 'NO' sales to show for it. I
understood to believe there were a lot of clicks done by ‘anonymous’ people. So I
asked you and that’s what you gave … The ‘REAL’ Free Click Formula.
Now my competitors will soon find out what I’m doing … PLEASE TAKE IT OFF THE
MARKET QUICK!!!
Tariq Sohail
iMortgageSites.com

I don't know what you've been reading or what kind of knowledge you have about making money on
the internet. If you've read the Day Job Killer, Chris literally changed the face of Adwords. People
were all over the internet using his techniques, because they worked! But the only problem you had
was ... money. You had to spend it to make money.
But now it's my turn, I'm going to change the playing fields once again and save you a SUBSTANTIAL
amount of ... you guessed it. MONEY!
Do you find it dubious when a guru makes a statement quoting you don't need money? Yet you learn,
pay per click isn't FREE or to obtain leads it isn't free! I'm going to do the exact opposite.
You DON'T need money to make this work. The only main quality you need are words. Content ... the
same kind of content you read online before you make a decision to buy. Not content which is never
found by anyone, but content that is at the forefront of your market or niche. Would you prefer page
100 of Google or page 1?
You see I'm putting my neck on the line here... I do this day in day out. I use my OWN non SEO
methods, the exact same methods I will be revealing to you, every precise step. I've been living off
this purely for the last 3 years and it's going strong!
I do read a chunk load of internet marketing material whenever I get the time, the real ways of getting
traffic. I can get super affiliates, gurus AND CEO business owners sitting on the edge of their seats
drooling over my secrets, with pens scribbling faster than the Tokyo bullet train.
I've also had dirty looks from sharp, suit-pressed directors and CEOs of national
corporations when I walk in casually dressed for boardroom meetings. But when I
start talking about the free click formula, they walk over and seat themselves next to
me like I've now JUST come out of the shower!
This is the real stuff ... the Tony Jaa stuff in the martial arts world, the 50 Cent stuff in the music
industry, the Shrek revolution in the cartoon industry. This, my friend, is the stuff in the Make Me
Money Without Money Down industry!
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This is the real deal behind making money, whether you're an affiliate, a business owner or just want
to make money, this is where I make the gurus RUN faster than superman!
INSIDE Google Snatch...
What the gurus aren't telling you about the small niches. The ones that have
already made them tons of money (This itself will save you thousands)
Why jumping on the next bandwagon is only effortlessly going to clean your bank
account within a couple of hours
How to finally stop going broke on Adwords using the free click formula
How choosing the wrong keywords is allowing your competitors to cash more
money in their bank as they learn from your stupidity
Google Adwords famous 'Get Started In 15 Minutes', Google Snatch version ... 'Get
Started In 15 Minutes WITHOUT paying per click'
Why everyone is falling for the B.S. behind the low hanging, long tail
keywords and leaving more room for others to cash in where the credit card
buyers are
How certain words are getting more CTR, 65%+, than the average done by Joe
Bloggs. (For the Adworders, if you gain a high CTR, does that mean you are
making more money or does it mean Google is cashing on YOU more?)
Why affiliate products are the MOST simplest venture to start with
What those stupid keyword tools don't tell YOU. This is so obvious that
millions and I mean millions, including the gurus are doing this WRONG!
This will distinguish if your site will have visitors, EVER!
Why the Internet is the land of opportunity, NOT the U.S.A. anymore
How being on the first page of Google isn't good enough anymore – this will shock
the Adworders and the SEOers
Why going nice, steady and easy is the MOST dumbest thing you can do when you
start out
Why most websites are a waste of space and why prospects walk the second they
read the first line
How my PR0 (Page Rank) site outperform PR5 sites everytime...
Why the big players (BIG Fortune 500 CORPORATIONS) are easy to beat at their
own game online. This will rock internet reality!
What the world famous Google Sandbox hoax was all about...
Why keyword density was hyped so much that every Tom, Dick and Harry diluted
it
How to make money WITHOUT owning a single website
How to bring all the top search engines to your site the minute you do this (it's got
nothing to do with sitemaps or submitting to site directories)
How to easily have 1,000s of websites promoting your stuff for free and insanely
give you the commission for doing so too
The so called BIG secrets of SEO traffic explained and clarified on ONE PAGE!
How to dominate the 1st, 2nd, 3rd , 5th, even the 7th position of any
search engine, including Google, Yahoo and MSN, within the SAME
page
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How to conquer as an affiliate with these FREE no money down methods that work
every time hands down
How to NEVER worry about 'breaking even' ever again ... always profit, profit and
more profit
Your competitors won't understand what hit them when your Alexa ranking shoots
through the roof with more sales and clicks EVEN when you're below them in
ranking
Who said mini sites are dead? Choose an affiliate product, crank a website and start
profiting within hours
How to leech off other major websites for free, the ones that have PR 8 & 9!
How to get back links the right way and dominate a keyword every time
Heard of the $49 deal to get ONE page of your website in the search engines within
48 hours? How does 3 hours sound ... and free?
Ugly pronouncing keywords that never make sense on Overture, find the hidden
gems within and cash in on them fast
How to get seen by thousands of visitors in as little as 60 minutes for a brand
new website
What you need to know about Google Page Rank and why you really shouldn't suck
up to it!
How to gain back links from all over the internet but this time without writing an
email or at the very least BEG (it's got nothing to do with link exchange sites)
Forget the guru quarterbacks in your way, you will have the HERCULES game plan
to kick everyone's ass off the playing field ... it's NOW your turf and you rule!
How to conquer a niche or an affiliate product so dominantly, that no matter how
hard the owner tries they'll be FORCED to share all the profit
How to raise the level entry every month in your niche that even the untouchables
(the ones that conquer Adwords) can't scratch the surface to profit and will be
forced to leave
How to leverage your efforts off PR 5, PR 6, PR 7 and even PR 8 sites
without any costs

and much, much more...

Nowhere else will you see such Jackie Chan jabbing techniques all in a blueprint to conquer your
niche or market and physically take over your competitor's offices.
I'm gonna be frank as I didn't have the luxury I have now when I first started, it was hard, very very
hard. I have been through the 18+ hours a day working lifestyle, not having a clean shave for weeks,
walked out on the street dressed like a tramp. I've been there and I cherish those moments but that's
when I didn't understand how to add 2 and 2 together on the internet. Now I work in large numbers
and that learning curve has helped to trigger me the way I am today.
I understand the grief people are going through today online as majority of the crap we read online is
absolute nonsense. I was determined to push, as the way I saw things ... if a college drop-out can
make money online, then WHY CAN'T I?
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I mean come on ... you read and read, implement and implement and nothing works. You pass by on
the cents you earn in the day, determined to make it one day. Today ... this is your day! A day where
you will learn the same secrets I use daily to make thousands online. No more chump change, the real
money is only a click away.
The scariest part is accepting the fact you will be successful. Accepting the fact the gurus will come to
you for answers. Accepting the fact that your life long dream of working online and making the real
bucks is about to start.
I'll be honest with you, I didn't get lucky. No, not one single bit. I studied, read every cover about
marketing, SEO, PPC, Adwords... you name it. I only picked the winners that worked and kept using
them over and over again.
A true blueprint that works in ANY marketplace or niche. I'll even show you one of my niche sites in
the book that generates a killing for me. I'll also show you a live affiliate site I did just to prove it
works for affiliates. NO MATTER WHAT MARKET YOU ARE IN, THIS BLUEPRINT WORKS.
PERIOD!!

"I just finished reading Google Snatch, and I can honestly give it my highest
recommendation.
Mini Money Sites are built quickly in order to find winning niches quickly. I still
recommend using AdWords to send quick traffic to determine winners and losers as
soon as possible, but once the winners are found, the next step is to MAXIMIZE
your profits.
The best way to do that is to minimize or cut your AdWords expense, and Google
Snatch takes you by the hand and shows you how to cut your costs down to an
absolute ZERO!
Latif shows you exactly how to do that, even showing you several of his own 'real'
sites as examples. This book is a keeper, forget the fad tricks, get this one and
read it several times, you won't regret it!"
Dennis Becker
Earn1KaDay.com / 5BucksaDay.com

SO WHAT SKILLS DO YOU NEED?
Like I mentioned earlier, you need to be able to make a simple website or get one created or worst
case scenario be able to redirect a domain. The rest is all self-explanatory in the book.
Cash? Nope
Experience? Nope
Special knowledge? Nope
Think about this ... just last week I was going through my post and there was an ugly looking
envelope from Commission Junction (I mean who hasn't been an affiliate of eBay). I opened it up and
there was a check for over $1,600. I began scratching my head, thinking why on earth have they sent
me this, I don't remember doing CJ stuff.
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So typically I went online, checked my account and there it was... I was selling eBay sign ups.
Remember I mentioned earlier to wake up and see money in your account, well I forgot to mention
checks through the post as well.

I've gotten into this stupid habit of NOT checking my account with affiliate sites. Could be a crazy
thing to do, but I still receive checks in my Paypal account for websites that I started 18 months ago.

Money Will Come To YOU And You Will Start Scratching Your
Head ... Who's Paying This Time. But Most Importantly You
Won't Be Worried About Your Adwords Account Anymore!
Wouldn't that be a great feeling? Money popping up in your bank account, your Paypal account and
even through your letterbox. I mean the only problem you'll be faced with next is ... when will you
find the time to cash them!
I don't intend to put you off here, I'm just making you aware that the content techniques I use WORK
for weeks and months in hand. SEO is like pampering a child to be perfect in the ever changing world
and Adwords is your Vegas slot machine. Google Snatch is your free click formula to generate ...
CASH!
Now don't get me wrong, Adwords is a method of getting clicks, the ONLY downside is ... you HAVE
to pay for it!
I on the other hand bring visitors to my site FOR FREE that put a bucket load of cash in my
accounts, whether I'm at the PC, the playing field, in a different country or even when I'm asleep!
Now wouldn't you want cash being churned into your accounts, without wishing this time if you've
made a sale and without paying a single cent for it? Course you would, you'd be crazy not to!
What you'll discover inside will shock you as it highlights systematic blueprints to explode your
affiliate commissions AND building your own website for ultimate success.
No more setting up campaigns, tweaking, checking every 15 minutes to see if you've made a sale. No
more confusion stages to see why your budget is being wiped out and NO sales to show for it.
These are failsafe methods that ONLY you will learn to apply to every market and every niche you can
think of. These method will make your learning curve amazingly unique as it's impossible to even go
wrong and it will SAVE you years in the trenches!!!
This could ultimately be the ONLY guide you will refer to whenever you go after a market or niche. A
guide so stupidly simple yet so powerfully effective!
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Are you tired of grabbing so many guides that when applied never work?
Tired of having your time sucked up time and time again and still going back to
square ONE!?
Do you need a step by step guide that will work in ANY market or niche 100% of the
time? Step 1 > Step 2 > Step 3? Do this, then do that?
Every newbie, intermediate, advanced marketer or website owner are being sucked dry. They buy the
next bandwagon that still teaches them ways to spend more money effectively. I mean come on ...
we're here to make money, NOT spend a crap load of hard earned cash in a couple of hours.
You will have access to proof, running and failsafe methods that I had the BIG gurus scribbling for
notes. They know I was talking sense as their pens were burning out. Then they end it with ... 'Is that
it? That's all you need?'
YES!!! That's it.
I've seen thousands of people coming online to get a crack at making money. They read, try, read
some more, try some more and the money never hits the bank. I know, because I've been on every
bandwagon until I thought enough B.S. is enough. That's the day I changed the HISTORY of my
bank balance.
I mean how many of you see a BIG guru sending you a bucket load of products to buy in a month.
And that's a single month. I know a marketer that sells something nearly EVERY SINGLE DAY!
Its time to stop this nonsense! We're only making THEM money, we're not making money ourselves.
We get pumped up with testimonials, figures and earnings yet we are never close enough to even
scratch the surface.
I mean I'm sure you've heard stories where tricks are stolen from one marketer, then at another
underground meeting, hardcore insider secrets stolen under the nose of several BIG super gurus.
The ones that are raking in the cash, daily! They don't want you to know or they will be hated for
releasing their secrets?
What a load of baloney! They still hangout together as they're all eating from the same pot.
Nobody could steal from under my nose as I never really spilled out every bean of detail. Until I was
asked to put this in a book!
I know my secrets work day in day out as I use them daily! So I put this stuff together and sent it to a
couple of marketers for some feedback, just to see how easy it was to follow. The response ...

"WOW Latif...
... you know you can sell this... you know how many people are looking for the 'REAL'
deal. This will pour money into their hands, without them even really trying."
Rick "Doctor D" Del Rio

I've included full websites, explaining every detail of how it's done, why it's done that way and why is
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still working today. Sites that I spent several hours on that I haven't touched for months. But wait ...
here's the cracker... when I say a site done from start to finish, I MEAN exactly that!
Ever seen a website example from gurus making money? The good news for me ... my sites STILL
make me money and some were just test sites to prove my point that my methods work anywhere. I
mean I even let the guru choose the market as that's how CONFIDENT I was!!!
The results ... substantial amounts of FREE clicks all WITHOUT spending a dime and yet still
money in the bank even today!
I've been thrilled by waking up to checks popping through the post with my name on it yet again.
Wouldn't you like the same, money coming to you for a couple of hours effort, time and time again,
without spending a single red cent? Course you would, you'd be seriously insane not to!
This book HAS caused a storm, a storm so powerful that the gurus, super affiliates and the BIG
corporations under-estimated the power of Google Snatch ... they are now screaming for help,
pulling their hair out as you enter the playing field with these secrets which is made public for the
first time. Techniques that will allow you to beat them at their own game with an advertising budget
of $0!
The first section of the book covers...

Part 1: SEO Myths - Glass Of
SEO Shaken Not Stirred
Learn the fascinating truth
behind keyword research, the
back door keyword variation
strategy. The end of days for
keyword density, the Sandbox
hoax...
Part 2: Optimization - The
Real Million Dollar Rolodex
The myth about backlinks, diluted
results from keyword tools and
why millions are not getting
buyers...
Part 3: Content - The Next
Generation
Secrets to power ranking and
getting your site indexed within 3
hours. The most deadliest and
simple way to crank out content.

Let the gurus spend thousands every month whilst you laugh insanely as you snatch their customers
off Google for free. They will HAVE to give you a share of the pie. They will be forced to reserve a seat
with your name on it, this time next to them.
I smirk when I get emails from top marketers asking me to give them a call. I don't wow as
occasionally I think ... am I being pranked? But I'm not, they want to learn my secrets and I don't
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blame them. With a budget of ZERO who wouldn't want to snatch my secrets?
I'm giving you the free click formula hidden away since 1998, exploding techniques that will literally
have your bank manager be your best friend. I mean my bank managers love me. They look at my
checks and they respond ... 'let me know if you need anything else, here's my card.' I think I already
have it (somewhere)... 'well take it just in case you've lost the other one.'
I don't need to make appointments, I walk in, see a long queue, I call them on their PERSONAL cell
phone and I'm attended to.
Don't you just love it, when people turn their heads on YOU!? The door opens and the manager pulls
out their hand to greet you with a big smile with over 30 people in line for the cashier.
'I need to cash this!'
They take the check, not the cashier, the bank MANAGER themselves cash it whilst I sit in their
executive, air-conditioned office, several minutes later I walk out of the door with a BIG Thomas
Crown smirk on my face.
You CAN get privilege and royal service where ever you go...
Anyway ... back to reality for now. The time has come to know what this privilege secret service of
mine is going to cost you. Well the fact is ... it's not about me, it's about you!
Do you want to shine amongst millions to secure your share of the internet pie? Sleep and wake up to
bucket loads of cash? Do you want to know techniques that the gurus are begging me for...?
I didn't even know what to price my guerilla secrets at, so I asked around. I asked several marketers
as they know the market better than me. I mean straight off the bat, I said $997! No ifs or buts,
straight $997. I know I can obtain this as for one of my sites I get paid $997 commission for ONE sale
and I don't do anything besides an hour a month.
Anyway marketers confessed to make it available to everyone, everyone who wants to make some
REAL money without a single dime to start on. So instantly they came up with $97 and that really
cheesed me off!
Why you may ask? I have spent the last 3 years of MY LIFE gathering intel to get my secrets to
work in any market and I was going to give it away literally next to nothing? $97, No WAY!
I know membership sites that have customers paying $900 a month to learn my kind of stuff so I
wasn't pleased at all and not to forget coaching members paying $15,000. So I walked off thinking
forget it, I don't need the money and I'm not even going to bother to release it, so left it!
2 months went by and they STILL wanted a decision. Over in which those 2 months, I thought about
it and just thought it's no skin off my nose, the only people that will be put off will be the gurus, super
affiliates and BIG corporations. And I didn't really care about them because they HAVE the money to
splash.
So I made an agreement and said let it fire, but ONLY for a few weeks, then I'm going to personally
edit the price myself. I mean $997, $497, $97 is too low considering the power you get and what
others are charging a month!!!
I'm for sure going to send it back to an easy $497 as I don't have a problem getting $997 per sale, so
getting $497 will be sweeter.

Unconditional Money Back Guarantee
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I'm going to allow you to try this at my risk for 56 days, not happy, just send it back! No questions!
How easy of a guarantee is this?
Ok, so once again...
Try it at MY risk for 56 days, not happy, send it back for a no quibble money back guarantee.
Everything you need to know to start making money finally without a BUDGET is all inside with step
by step blueprints to ensure your SUCCESS! The other part is I know you'll love this product so much
that you'll be asking what else I have to offer. To be frank ... I don't have anything in the pipeline as
I'm busy making money otherwise with my own techniques that I'm going to teach you. But I know
for sure you'll latch onto my back in the future, but you must act fast!

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
GOOGLE SNATCH INSTANTLY
Order via ClickBank's secure payment servers with
either a credit card or Paypal. Instant download.
As they all say, don't forget to add bonuses... ah yes... sorry... here goes ...
When Google Snatch launched there were NO bonuses and ... there still aren't. However I have JUST
completed an affiliate guide, called Affiliate Snatch. I was going to sell it as a separate book at $47
dollars however today I'm going to throw it in for FREE!
The techniques inside go way beyond Google Snatch. It covers daily step by step techniques to be
successful as an affiliate. This is the SAME techniques used by SUPER AFFILIATES day in day out.
This is what makes their bank balance tick.
To be frank it was suppose to be a 2 page report but I got carried away as usual ensuring I would give
you a formula to succeed. It’s a guerilla, no-hold barred version packed into 12 pages of step-bystep daily action blueprint that super affiliates guard closely. The gurus would place a price tag on
such a report and sell it, but I'm going to give it away to you for free for taking Google Snatch.
In this step by step blueprint, I explain what you need to know and why and which super affiliate
and guru do this all the time. You think there’s a couple? You’ll be shocked to discover the
names mentioned in the list.
I also added specific failsafe blueprints which you can apply to affiliate products or for your own
product or services, without having to spend a single penny on traffic!
I don't play the rules of any guru and I surely don't answer to anyone either. Real tactics, real
lifestyle!
If I can get 'gurus' to grab a pen and make rapid notes, imagine what I can do for you?
We're here to make money online and truckload of it too, whether you're a newbie, intermediate,
advanced, affiliate or website owner. If the products alone are not good enough for you, then I can
only suggest you leave as I am NOT going to add any other B.S. bonus 'just' to degrade my OWN
secrets.
I want this book (Google Snatch) and the Affiliate Snatch bonus to get into as many hands as possible
in the next few days before I decide to take it off, people who are serious about making money so that
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for once, YOU can finally look DOWN at the gurus who have been giving you junk and I WILL raise
the price too if I decide to keep selling it!

DOWNLOAD IT TODAY
It doesn't make a slight dint to your success if 1 person has these secrets or 125,000. This works
regardless in any niche or market. Get your hands on this before your competitors, try it risk-free on
my back for 56 days and annihilate them.
I know I'm selling thousands of copies, as I'll even show YOU how to leech off my back. I'll prepare
everything for free and you can just copy and paste from inside Affiliate Snatch! Plus I have also
added step by step flowchart diagrams which you can follow to ensure you are following the right
steps every time.
So now you clearly have 2 choices...
You can go back to listening to gurus and never make real money. Or even back to Adwords, splash
out on ads, look at your gross and then count your penny PROFITS...
OR
You can grab a copy of my step by step secrets (within minutes) at this ridiculous low price and
read the 'real juice' in the free click formula. Put the tactics in play and watch your bank manager kiss
your ass!
If you're serious about making money and actually want to see it seamlessly flow into your account
every month then you don't need to think too hard.

YOU CAN'T LOSE AT $997 $497 $97...
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD!
The value of each blueprint is valued at $297 PLUS you will NEVER find them available anywhere on
the internet ... and most of all nobody wants you to know the real formula to success and that's a
FACT!!! It may sound harsh and nobody cares about your success but you're about to find out within
minutes from a non-guru!
So what do you get overall?
The Powerful Google Snatch

$997

Undercover Affiliate Snatch

$497

The Google Snatch Mindset - Just Added
Mini-Site Creation Blueprint
Mini-Site Step by Step Flowchart - New

$97
$297
$97

Quick Clickbank Action Plan

$297

Market/Niche Domination Blueprint

$297

Market/Niche Step by Step Flowchart - New
Site Submission Blueprint
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Content Blueprint

$297

Article Directory Blueprint

$297

No Website Control Blueprint

$297
$3,864

Everyone is buying these secrets for ONE reason and that is to make money. Techniques that
grabs people instantly across the web, with credit cards in their hand, without spending a single
dime on advertising to get them there.
Overall it’s a win-win situation for YOU. So why should you think twice about your win-win situation
as you are not standing to lose anything by taking advantage of my secrets!
Download 'The FREE Click Formula & Affiliate Snatch' Now
Even If It's 2am In The MORNING!

Buy NOW At $997 $497 $297 $97

© 2007 Google Snatch. All rights reserved
* Google is the trademark of Google Inc. and is in no way associated or affiliated with GoogleSnatch.com.
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